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How we met

Alyssa and Andrew met on TIME PERIOD when they both worked as OCCUPATIONS for Exploration

Summer Program.

They were part of a large group who were on their way out to a PLACE, but upon arrival the group discovered

that NOUNS were not allowed to enter. Being the ADJECTIVE stud that he is, Andrew agreed to accompany

Alyssa and a couple other youngin's to a different restaurant. This was where their friendship began.

Once Explo began, Andrew taught SUBJECT as well as two mini-courses in SPORT and GAME. Alyssa was

the PLACE Coordinator, meaning she saw to it that all of the instructors had the NOUNS they needed. Andrew

came to visit Alyssa there often, allowing their friendship to blossom in earnest.

Alyssa was in charge of Verb - Present ends in ING ENDING IN ING , and despite her most ADJECTIVE

efforts, very few people participated. One of those few was Andrew. Alyssa and Andrew were some of the most

ADJECTIVE of the bunch dressing up as NOUNS and NOUNS together.

On the other hand, Andrew was all about "little pokey little puppy" dinners (dressing up for ADJECTIVES

affairs at up-scale PLACES), and Alyssa was an ADJECTIVE partner in crime to organizing these events.

Alyssa and Andrew's pokey and puppy were some of the very ADJECTIVE ENDING IN EST.



By the end of Explo, it was clear that Alyssa and Andrew were NOUNS in a NOUN.

Following Explo, Alyssa and Andrew were in contact with one another in some way (text, TYPE OF

COMMUNICATION, skype, phone, facebook, email, snail mail, carrier pigeon, etc.) EVERY UNIT OF TIME.

Before leaving Explo, Andrew had VERB ENDING IN ED that he would stop in Michigan on his way back to

PLACE. He finally decided to just make a ADJECTIVE visit out to Michigan to visit his new best NOUN.

Alyssa was, of course, quite flattered that he would VERB all that way just to see her. What a great friend!
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